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from the desk ofget scrapping

It’s not hard to take more pictures than you need when 

documenting your life, especially when it comes to your 

kids. I have found that my camera card is easily full after an event 

or celebration. What follows is the tricky part:  getting ALL of the 

right event photos on the page. At times like these, layouts call 

for more than a single photo or two and require many pictures, 

sometimes ten or more even if it takes up two pages! Luckily for 

digi-scrappers, the answer to the problem is simple:  multi-photo 

layouts. Multi-photo pages come in several styles.  Let’s look at a 

few.

One multi-photo layout style is to have all the photos framed and 

organized on the page, including a title and some journaling. 

Some layouts showcase one photo and have several other 

photos surrounding it in varying sizes. 

Other pages feature many photos that are the same size, lined up 

symmetrically. Pleasing to the eye and easy to look at, this style is 

often called “graphic” because of its clean lines and colors.

Themed layouts that tell the story of your life are the perfect 

project for multiple photos. 50 Things is a layout that incorporates 

100 photos and lots of journaling. How was this accomplished? 

With a fabulous template!

My favorite multi-photo layout look is the wonderfully artistic 

layouts featuring one large photo as the background and other 

smaller photos placed strategically on the page, yet still putting 

the focus on the main photo. 

Multi-photo layouts
by Joy Kuoha
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“DeVon’s Mad face” by Kimra 

credits: Love Flair - Timeless Mini Kit by Cinzia Designs, Speech 

Bubble - Comics and Bubbles add-on by Cardamome and 

Pouyou, Flair Button Template by Gunhild; Stitches - Happy Place 

from Two Little Pixels, Papers - My Last Romance by Nathan 

Designs Red Bracket - Falling For You by Chriscrap)

“Classy_Brass” by Joy
credits: Vinyl Memories by Beth Nixon, Alpha Wood Freebie by 

Marcee Duggar, Laura’s Pocket Alpha by DebF
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get scrapping

To quickly achieve a layered multi-photo 

look, use templates:  frames that are 

attached in a file that is layered and easy to 

use. Incorporating a template can cut your 

scrapping time almost in half. Try these for 

your next multi-photo layouts: 

“Jan2009” by Joy

credits: 365 twill by DeCrow Designs

“Jan2009” by Joy

credits: 365 twill by DeCrow Designs

“The Aquarium” by Stefdesign

“50 Things” here by Denise Beatty 

credits: 100 Things template

ADVERTISEMENT

http://scrapmatters.com/shop/product.php?productid=2791&cat=0&page=1
http://www.afterfivedesigns.com/shoppe/home.php
http://designsbyerinsdreams.blogspot.com

